Wrap yourself by the winter by DIZAINI (Mexico)

UNICEF
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of their fundraising efforts, UNICEF Switzerland

to their partners around the world.

“I feel very inspired when working on a jovoto challenge. It’s especially
inspiring as it’s a fun environment on the site with other creatives,
genuine feedback, and great comments. On top of that, you get to see
such wonderful submissions!”
– British designer Parmeet Arora Bori on her participation in the UNICEF 2016 crowdstorm

CREATIVITY FOR A GOOD CAUSE
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mission, while targeting both private individuals

creative community yearly to come up with unique

and companies. A panel of UNICEF judges chooses a

and inspiring greeting card designs. The brief itself is

selection of winning designs, which are then realized as

left rather open, requiring only that the card designs

part of the following year’s greeting card collection
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and include the designer’s name on each individual card.
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SET-UP

Public Projects
All creatives on the platform have
been invited to participate in each
UNICEF project for the last 4 years.

Prize Money
Since 2013, a total of €22 500 has been
awarded, including 50 jury awards
and 15 community prizes.

Project Jury
A panel of UNICEF judges has rated
and selected the card designs, which
are then realized the following year.

SELECTED WINNERS

2014: Tis the season
by Kakel (Canada)

2015: Friends
by Jocko (Serbia)

2016: Snowflakes Dance
by MaryPlaza (Ukraine)

RESULTS
On jovoto.com

1 900

participants from
61+ countries

1 659

entries & 4 376
idea variations

Draft to submission

61.5k

votes & 25 847
comments

545k

idea page
views

Swedish designer Marion shares the stages of her design for her submission “Put Up the Lights”
to the UNICEF 2016 crowdstorm, marking the second time she participates in the yearly challenge.

GREETINGS TO THE WORLD
Each year the winning cards are produced and

cards go towards helping UNICEF in its mission to

retailed in Switzerland. From 2013 to 2016, more

advocate for the protection of children’s rights,

than 50 ideas have already been licensed by UNICEF,

to help meet their basic needs, and to expand their

with more to come. All proceeds from the sale of the

opportunities to reach their full potential.

jovoto is a platform connecting global brands
with 80 000 creative professionals.
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